500 STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN SERVICE SUN.

M.S.C. Turkey Will Grace Table of President

First annual turkey dinner for members of the Corps of Cadets was held on Thanksgiving Day, sponsored by the Cadet Council. The turkey, weighing in at 500 pounds, represented the cause of the young men's efforts to maintain the high standards of the Corps. The event was a success, with many cadets attending and enjoying the food. The turkey was cooked and served by the cadets themselves, and it was evident that they had put in a lot of effort to make it a special occasion. The turkey dinner was a great opportunity for the cadets to come together and enjoy each other's company, and it was a fitting end to the year's service.

40 JUNIORS ARE NAMED IN PROM APPOINTMENTS

Heavy Polling Marks First Election of Term as Frosh Ballot For Class Officers

The first election of the term as freshmen class officers was held on Wednesday, November 14th. The candidates for the positions of freshmen class president, freshmen class vice president, and freshmen class treasurer were voted on by the freshman class, and the results were announced shortly after the polls closed. The freshmen class council had worked hard to prepare for the election, and the candidates had been campaigning vigorously to win the support of their peers. The outcome of the election was a testament to the hard work and dedication of the freshmen class and the importance of their role in the university community.

COUNCIL VOTES ON BAND RULING

Vote to dissolve band is passed.

A resolution was passed by the council to dissolve the band, which had been a staple of university life for many years. The council felt that the band had outlived its usefulness and that it was time to move on to new opportunities. The decision was met with mixed reactions, with some members of the band expressing sadness at the news, while others were excited about the possibility of creating a new, more innovative group. The council's decision was a bold move, and it remains to be seen how it will impact the university community.

STATE'S BABY NURSERY RECEIVES RECOGNITION

State's Baby Nursery Receives Award

The state's baby nursery was awarded the prestigious Dr. Kent L. Kellogg Award, which is given to outstanding programs that provide care for infants and their families. The nursery has been providing high-quality care for infants and their families for many years, and it is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the staff. The award was a fitting recognition of the nursery's commitment to providing the best possible care for infants and their families.

FARM HOUSE MEN HOLD BREAKFAST

Annual Conference Held in Pro bono Nunnas in Field Work

The annual conference held in pro bono nunnas in field work was a success, with many members of the farm house men attending and participating. The conference was a great opportunity for the men to come together and share their thoughts and experiences, as well as to learn from each other. The conference was held in a field near the farm house, and it was a fitting location for the event given the men's dedication to agriculture.

THEODORE W. KOCH, JR.

PROFESSOR AIRS VIEWS ON POSSIBILITY OF NEXT WAR

Professor Airs Views on Possibility of Next War

The professor aired his views on the possibility of a war, and he was not alone in his concerns. Many members of the university community were worried about the growing tensions in the region, and they felt that it was important to be prepared for any eventuality. The professor's speech was a call to action, and it was met with a great deal of interest and engagement from the audience.

AMHERST, Mass.

PETIT IS ORIGINAL FLIT GUN OPERATOR OF NATION

Petit Is Original Flit Gun Operator of Nation

The original Flit gun operator of the nation was named, and it was a fitting tribute to the hard work and dedication of the Flit gun operators. The Flit gun operators were a vital part of the Flit company, and they played a key role in the success of the company. The original Flit gun operator was named, and it was a great honor for him to receive the recognition.
Everybody can Afford a Wolverine -- No Down Payment--

$2 Winter Term and $2 Spring Term With Your Registration Fees

A bird's-eye view showed the way

Telephone engineers recently found the best route for a new telephone line by taking a bird's-eye view of their difficulties.

The territory was heavily wooded, sparsely populated and year round, with roads for sprints. A map was made by airmail photography. With this map, the best route was clearly plotted, and work was facilitated.

Bell System engineers continue to extend the telephone's reach—to speed up service—to make it more convenient, more valuable to you.

BELL SYSTEM
Fall Term Parties and an Open House Mark Biggest Social Week-end Before Thanksgiving

Social Program Offered Tonight By Home Ec Club
Reports on National and State Conventions Will Be Given at Meet.

Nineteen People Are Initiated By Student Grange

Work Began On PanHeller Event

Mu Phi Epsilon Fetes Initiates

S. W. L. Bulletin

Barber & Beauty Shop
BUNNY PERMANENT WAVE
UP-TO-DATE LADIES' HAIR CUTTING
OPERATOR ANNIE MORGAN
221 S. C Avenue
Phone 3-2777

After the Game
Bring your friends.
to a real
STEAK DINNER
Also—
Waffles
Oyster Stew
Hot Mince Pie
The Hunt Food Shop

Mild
...yes I like that word
about cigarettes

"When I think of milder cigarettes nowadays, I always think of Chesterfields.
Because Chesterfields are milder. They're not as tough and strong to them but they've got milder taste.
I smoke Chesterfields all day long—when I'm working and when I'm not, and there's no time when a Chesterfield doesn't taste milder and better.
I'll put it in a good word for them—cheaper than cigarettes like Chesterfields—they're mild and yet they satisfy."

Chesterfield
the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
FRIMODIG WINS CITY ELECTION

Assistant Athletic Director in Chosen as City Mayor in Recent Vote. Librarians and Students Gathered at Student Council's Election Results Night.

DEAN APPROVES MIXED PARTIES


NEW PAVEMENT BIDS ARE ASKED

Facing Problems Are Planned for East campus and Between Cities.

SPHINX PARTY SET FOR NOVEMBER 18

Johnny is Ralston, Chairman of the Board of Directors, announce the beginning of the annual holiday party for the Sphinx Club. This year's theme will be "The Cream of the Crop," and plans include a variety of activities such as a barbeque, music, and dancing.

AFTER THE BIG GAME SATURDAY HAVE A T-BONE STEAK AT GRACE E. LYON CAFE

The CREAM OF THE CROP IS CROWNING GLORY

INSURING FINE TOBACCO FOR FUTURE LUCKY STRIKES

Not many smokers have seen a fine tobacco plant in full bloom, so we show you this picture. Only a few of these fine plants are permitted to flower and to produce seed. These carefully selected seeds reproduce the following year the "Cream of the Crop" for your Lucky Strike, for tobacco must be grown from seed each year. This careful breeding of fine tobaccos explains why Lucky maintain the same fine, uniform quality from year to year—so smooth and firm and fully packed—free from loose ends.

NORTH CAPE SEALSKINS

WANTED: FORMER FIRST HALF-BACKS

BURTON'S WALK-OVER SHOP

34 South Washington Ave.

PHOENIX SOCKS — RIDING BOOTS

"it's toasted"

FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE
Spartans Meet Carnegie Tech On 'State Day'

Carnegie Tech Eleven Meets Spartans Here

Annual Football Bout Will Be Held Here December 16

Leading Figures In Grid Tilt

Kansas Holds Spartans to Scoreless Tie

Two Strong Forward Walls Stage Great Battle of Defense

State Threatens First Choice to First Period Fades When Pass Goes Over Goal

ward a leads in grid league

Visiting Coaches Attend Banquet
Homecoming Edition Notable at First Annual State Day Dinner

Poilots Lose U. of D. Match

POLOISTS LOSE U. OF. D. MATCH

Titan Best Spartans 12 to 4

In Detroit

Managers of Cage

Team Appointed

Manager Named Manager With Three Assistants

Dairy Teams Win Honor in Contest

Paints in State Jersey Meet Held in Chicago

KANSAS STATE STATISTICS

W. Va. 2

Kans. 0
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FOO
FROSH GRIDMEN
END YEAR WITH
12-0 VICTORY

Thursday, Nov. 22. Game was for
and Strokes were 11-10.

SERO IS STAR AGAIN
Lutheran Posen to Settle for
First Score

ROTC POLOISTS
SMOTHER 119TH
ARTILLERYMEN
Superior Teamwork of State
Horizon Counts for
20-15 Bolted

PLAY FAST GAME
Dave Hargrave's Roping Wins
Out Teammates in
Sprinting

EUNOMIANS AND
TICS WINNERS
Tics' Bears Ponine in Fast
k ill Pigskin.